
LESSON PLAN 
This lesson plan allows you to deliver the

Creative Project in a single lesson. 
There is an accompanying Powerpoint.
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accompanying Powerpoint (A2 artwork if you have the Discovery Box)
paper, books or white-boards to draw/write on
drawing/painting materials
collage materials, scissors and glue
plastic sheets (in the Discovery Box), cling-film, or tracing/tissue paper
Art Glasses (in the Discovery Box)
'Find a Window' worksheet copies (attached)

Resources Needed:

CREATIVE PROJECT
STAND-ALONE LESSON PLAN

Lesson 
Plan

I can create an artwork about 'Home'
I can explain why artists like to use doors,
windows and homes in their work
I know that 'home' means different things to
different people
I know that art is subjective and the same art 

I can support my ideas with evidence
I can talk about an artwork, my ideas about it, and
some of the choices an artist has made

Learning Aims:

      can mean different things to different people

Questioning can be used at most points of the lesson to increase the level
of challenge for certain students.
For younger age groups, you might want to substitute the starter drawing
activity for a discussion/questioning.
For younger age groups and lower ability pupils, you could ask for a series
of lists for the main 'home' spider-diagram - list all the rooms in your
house, list the people you live with, list 5 objects in your house, etc.
You might want to ask lower ability pupils to use doors for the art activity.

Differentiation:

Key Vocabulary: home, hypothesis, collage

Featured artist:
George Reason - 

'The House with the
Yelllow Door'



Show pupils the Powerpoint image of the artwork 'The House with the
Yellow Door'. SLIDE 2. If you have borrowed the Discovery Box, you can
display the A2 copy of the artwork. If you have borrowed the Discovery
Box, distribute 'Art Glasses' - a necessary tool for all art detectives!

STARTER:

1.

   2. Give pupils two minutes to draw a picture of the person they think might 
       live inside the house with the yellow door. Ask them to think about age, 
       appearance, job, interests, and who the person lives with. 

   3. Ask pupils to share their ideas in pairs, groups or as a class. What choices
       did they make and why? Make it clear there are no 'correct' answers -
       exploring art is about being a detective, finding clues and making
       'hypotheses'. Unless we can ask the artist (and often they don't even know
       themselves!), we rarely know the answers to a lot of the questions we have
       about an artwork - we have to make our best guess! The same artwork can
       give different answers to different people, and create different reactions.

MAIN:

   4. Explain that our homes say a lot about us, and although people live in 
       many different buildings and structures all over the world, our ideas of
       home are often similar. SLIDE 3. In pairs or a group, ask them to write a
       definition of 'home'. Share as a class. Tease out the differences between a
       house and a home, the idea of feeling 'at home' in different places,
       whether the people around us make a difference, how moving home feels. 

   5. In pairs, pupils should use their definition to help them complete an 
       illustrated spider-diagram or Wordle about different aspects of home.  
       They could include the people in their house, a list of rooms, things we do
       in our homes, objects found in our homes, why homes are important, what
       we need in a home, etc. SLIDE 4.

   6. Explain to pupils that, just like George Reason, artists really like to include
       doors and windows in their artworks, for a number of reasons. SLIDE 5.
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Lesson 
Plan

TEACHING AND LEARNING TASKS
(refer to accompanying Powerpoint)



pupils should draw or paint the main part of a house, leaving a blank space
for the door.
pupils should cut out a separate door and stick it onto the artwork so that
it hinges open. 
they should then draw what is behind the door (if they are struggling for
ideas, remind them of the monsters behind doors in the film 'Monsters
Inc', if they have seen it, or prompt them to think about fairy tales!) 

introduce pupils to the Swindon artist Janet Boulton who used to be a
teacher. SLIDE 6. She produced a windows series, showing views from
windows which she knows well. She used different effects depending on
the type of window and the view.
pupils should then follow the instructions on the attached worksheet to
produce their own window.

7. Pupils are going to create their own artwork of a house, focusing on either a
window or door, taking inspiration from George Reason's painting. Ask pupils
to plan their work first by sketching their ideas. 

If choosing a door as their focus:

If choosing a window as their focus:

8. After pupils have been working for some time, ask them to pair up for 'Two
Stars and a Wish' to help develop their work. SLIDE 7.

PLENARY:

Ask students to leave their work on their desk and to spend 2 minutes walking
around the room looking at other pupils' work, without touching. Once
returned to their seats, ask two pupils to give an example of a piece of work
they liked and to give a reason why.

As a class, mind-map books, stories, video games, films and cartoons that
feature doors, windows and houses. Pupils will be surprised at the numbers!
Why do doors, windows and homes feature so much in our stories? SLIDE 8.
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Lesson 
Plan TEACHING AND LEARNING TASKS (continued)



Decide whether you want to create the view looking 

Method:

1.
       in through a window from outside, or the view looking out through a window. 

   2. Draw, paint or collage the view through your window. It can be a real place, a
       dream world, somewhere you would like to go, or a strange unreal world!

   3. Take a piece of plastic sheet from the Discovery Box, or cut a piece of cling-film, just
       a little bigger than your piece of paper. Put glue around the edges of the plastic
       sheet and stick it on top of your picture, Or, smooth the cling-film over the picture
       and wrap the edges around the paper or card. This is your window glass.

   4. Take another piece of paper or card, and cut a large
       rectangle out of it, so that you are left with a frame.

   5. Put glue on the back of the frame and stick it on top of your 
       window view and glass. This is your window frame.

   6. Cut out two very thin strips of paper. One should be the same 
       length as your piece of paper, the other as wide as your paper. 
       Put glue on the back of them. Stick them down the centre of 
       your paper from top to bottom, and left to right. These make 
       your window panes and finish your window! Well done!

Find a Window into another World!

a piece of paper or card. Card works well.
a piece of plastic sheet (provided in the Discovery Box),
or cling-film. or tracing paper, or tissue paper
pens, pencils and crayons, OR, some magazines,
newspapers, leaflets and paper for collaging.
glue and scissors.

Create a house with a window looking into another world! 

You will need: 

Pupil 
Worksheet



what do we use our homes for?

what is the difference between a house and a home?

can you be at home anywhere? Is a home just a building?

what do we need in a home?

how do you look after your home?

why is it important to have a home?

how do you think it feels to be homeless?

what are different homes like around the world?

create a drawing/painting/collage of your home

write a story about the people who live in this house

re-create George Reason's painting, but add elements

to make the house look as undesirable as possible!

produce estate agent details for this property

re-create this painting as a collage or a sculpture

copy the painting into the centre of an A3 piece of

paper and then add the rest of the house around it

re-create the painting, but include someone entering

or leaving the house, or people in the windows.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

TEACHER HELP-SHEET

Who do you think lives in this house?

What do you think the house is like inside?

Would you like to live here? Why/why not?

How is this house similar/different to your house?

The artist has chosen a bright yellow door and a sunny

day. How does this make you feel?

How many different shapes can you see in this painting?

Think about the lines the artist has used - which

direction do they run in, are they curved or straight,

strong or faint, do they mirror each other/run in parallel?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

Reason painted this Victorian

house on Cricklade Street in

Swindon in 1967. At the time,

it was the offices for

Townsend Solicitors - you can

see the name plate and the

name on the windows. The

building still exists and looks

very similar, although the

door has been painted black.

The use of oil paint here has

allowed Reason to produce

vivid colours and strong lines.

Buildings often have a rich

history -  generations of

different families, changes

made over time, or entirely

different uses. Art can be a

useful historical document,

recording daily life and 

preoccupations.

colour, colour wheel, emotional reactions to colour

building materials and material properties

housing and daily life in the Victorian era

changes in architecture and housing

art as historical document

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

THE HOUSE WITH THE 
YELLOW DOOR (1967)
by GEORGE REASON

1901 - 1984

THE ARTIST...

George Reason was a mid-

20th Century Swindon-based

artist. He spent his time

recording scenes of Swindon

life and buildings around the

town.
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Windows help artists frame their subjects and can act as

SYMBOLS (representing something else). They can

symbolise hope, change, freedom, new beginnings,

escape, longing or entrapment. They also help artists

freeze a moment in time and think about ideas of

interior and exterior - both inside and outside windows,

but also in relation to ourselves. Windows can show us

different perspectives on the world.

Making art is just like opening a window! You are

helping people see into another world!

Some artists even turn windows themselves into

artwork! Marc Chagall designed coloured glass windows

in churches and buildings around the world.

Paint or draw a window in your house, showing the

view outside. Use cardboard to make the frame, and

cling-film or acetate to make the window pane.

Paint or draw the view looking in through a window.

Photograph the view from different windows. 

Create a collage of a Surrealist landscape outside a

window. It could include dinosaurs, aliens, or perhaps

the world outside is upside down! 

Follow in Boulton's footsteps and try paper relief art. 

Write a story, or draw a cartoon, about an adventure

that starts when something strange appears outside a

Illustrate the Alfred Lord Tennyson poem, 'The Lady of

Shalott'. The Lady of Shalott is under a curse and

trapped inside a tower. She is only allowed to look out

of the window using a mirror.

      window, or when someone escapes from a window. 

THE ARTWORK...

This painting is part of a series

created in the 1960s and 70s,

showing views through

windows. This is a view from a

cottage Boulton lived in just

outside Swindon. The other

paintings in the series show

views from classrooms in

different schools she taught in.

Windows are a popular subject

for artists. Portraits with

windows in the background

became very popular during

the 15th and 16th centuries. 

Mixing windows and people

helped artists to think 

about our 

connection 

with nature.

THE ARTIST...

Janet Boulton was born in

Swindon in 1936 and has spent

much of her life living and

working here. She used to be a

teacher as well as an artist. She

likes to paint subjects from

nature and loves gardening.

She paints in watercolour and

uses paper-relief (cutting paper

to make 3D patterns/objects).

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

TEACHER HELP-SHEET

How do you think the artist felt when she looked out of

this window? Why do you think this?

What can you see from the windows in your house?

Why are windows important? Why do prison cells not

have windows?

Which patterns and shapes has the artist used?

If you could see any view out of your bedroom window,

what would you choose to see? Why?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

SUMMER WINDOW, 
RIDGEWAY FARM COTTAGE (1975)

by JANET BOULTON
1936 - 
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